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 It features a new set of random patterns, a new random arrow size distribution, and the new Adventure Mode, a cool 3rd person
shooter adventure mode.** If you have .001595989You have an incompatibility!**If you are a UK / European version player,

your data is saved in a different format to other versions.** Note: There is no compatibility with this game between the versions
1.0 and 1.1. It is a new game.** Please try a different version of the game. If this problem still occurs, please make a ticket.
XYou have an incompatibility!**If you are a UK / European version player, your data is saved in a different format to other
versions.** Please try a different version of the game. If this problem still occurs, please make a ticket. The day of the game

was upon us, and the Call of the Wild 2019 Edition, TruRACS Update build 1681978-CODEX has been released! There are a
few issues/incompatibilities to be aware of though: - *The data of the UK / European version is saved in a different format to
other versions. Please make sure you don't have data backups saved on your western versions of the game. (Of course, the data

of the update itself are in English and should be saved under your version of the game, but the save data of the game itself are in
the same format for every version).* - *There is an issue in the TruRACS-related guns, that randomly shoots a different arrow
size. (The sizes are [32] for normal, [1] for bloodshot, [15] for copperhead and [5] for rattlesnake.) This should be fixed in the
next update. (See the screenshot for the difference in sizes).* - *The HoH events of the previous game, Shadow of the Demon,

have been added to the bonus zones. (Therefore, there will be a much higher chance of people having the [Trophy] in this
game.)* - *The hunter's medal is also not unlockable at the moment. (It will be fixed in the next update).* - *The Legendary

Crocodile Bullet is in!* - *The Delphinus island (Magma Peak) is now a required expedition mission.* - 82157476af
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